Solutions Granted Named SonicWALL MVP Partner of the Year
Woodbridge, Virginia; October 31, 2011—Solutions Granted, Inc., a network solutions
provider, today proudly announced that it won the 2011 SonicWALL MVP Partner of the Year
Award. The company was honored among a global field of top SonicWALL partners for
demonstrating excellence in innovation and implementation of customer solutions utilizing
SonicWALL technology. Award winners were recognized at SonicWALL Peak Performance
2011 in Palm Springs, a premier event of the networking security industry where SonicWALL
gathered over four hundred worldwide partners, customers, industry analysts, and executives to
exchange ideas, attend educational sessions, and form new business relationships.

The award winners were selected from a group of exemplary partners based on their
commitment to customers and excellent use of SonicWALL solutions and services.

“We are extremely honored to be recognized as a SonicWALL MVP Partner of the Year,” said
Michael Crean, Owner and CEO of Solutions Granted. “Our relationship with SonicWALL spans
more than ten years, during which time we have engineered innovative and successful solutions
which offer tremendous value to our customers. These solutions, combined with a dedicated
joint sales team, invaluable partnership with SonicWALL, and go-to-market program, allow
Solutions Granted to rapidly advance the adoption of network security, optimized networks, and
the concept that security can be an asset to business, rather than an obstacle to be overcome.
Together, Solutions Granted and SonicWALL provide network security resources to companies
of all sizes and verticals, thus allowing them to grant employees access to business-critical
network resources and increase employee and network efficiency.”

Leaders at SonicWALL were equally quick to express their satisfaction with the award:
“SonicWALL is proud to recognize Solutions Granted as MVP of the Year for their leadership in
the partner community in 2011,” said Marvin Blough, Vice-President of worldwide sales at
SonicWALL. “By complementing and extending SonicWALL’s network security offerings,
Solutions Granted has helped to effectively drive solutions-oriented partnerships worldwide and
is a GMS Champion all while earning an exceptional level of satisfaction from its customers.”

The SonicWALL Partner Awards recognize SonicWALL partners that have developed and
delivered exceptional SonicWALL-based solutions over the past year. For more news on
Dynamic Security and Next-Generation Networks, follow SonicWALL on LinkedIn, Facebook
and Twitter.

About Solutions Granted

Solutions Granted is a solution-based Information Technology firm specializing in complete
managed services, network development and security, relocation and disaster recovery
services, and website design, graphics, and hosting. Founded in 2001, Solutions Granted has
made its mark in the local, national, and international technology markets with our team of
highly-skilled employees, reseller affiliations, and use of the most advanced technology
available. Headquartered within minutes of Washington, D.C., Solutions Granted has become a
strong presence in the government market, with our largest government client being the U.S.
Department of State. Our vertical commercial markets include the automotive industry, venture
capital corporations, healthcare providers, educational institutions and childcare providers,
restaurants, and legal offices, to name a few. In addition, we provide services on an
international level to various community stabilization programs. Solutions Granted combines
the complex mix of hardware, software, connectivity, and support services—the backbone of
most businesses today—into one simple, easy, and affordable solution. We take care of your IT
needs so that you can take care of growing and running your business.
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